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	Balsamiq Wireframes Quickstart Guide, 9781849693523 (1849693528), Packt Publishing, 2012


	I was first introduced to Balsamiq while working as the Director of User Experience

	for a software company in Chicago. Until that point in my career, I had been

	designing user interfaces and clickable prototypes using Photoshop, handcoding

	layouts in HTML and CSS, and spending a lot of time learning prototype software

	like iRise and Axure.





	Now, these are all great tools and should be explored fully. But, my role with this

	company was different. I was working as a user-experience architect alongside a

	large agile team of developers. In an environment such as this, it meant that I no

	longer had the luxury of time to transform my ideas into hi-fidelity layouts and

	complex clickable prototypes. Instead, I now had to work faster, more efficiently, and

	deliver creative concepts that were clear and concise, but in a fraction of time. There

	was simply no time to wireframe in Photoshop or code HTML, and to be honest,

	Axure was just too cumbersome, personally speaking, for doing quick and dirty

	designs that my development team demanded. Then, I discovered Balsamiq.





	I was first introduced to Balsamiq by a developer on my team. He had been using

	it to sketch rough ideas to share with his development colleagues. Of course, I was

	immediately impressed. After all, developers are not known as the visual folks

	on the team, as much as working with detailed, text heavy requirements, and raw

	programming code. So, when I learned that a developer was already using the tool

	effectively, I knew I had to learn more.





	From the moment I launched Balsamiq Mockups, its value was immediately

	apparent. Gone were the complicated toolbars with multiple menu options to

	learn. Gone too were the long hours toiling over hi-fidelity Photoshop mockups or

	tweaking handcoded HTML and CSS. With Balsamiq, I was able to design simple,

	concise, and effective designs using simple graphics and in half the time! As a result,

	my development team could immediately see what I wanted and could ask the right

	questions early. Plus, with Balsamiq's ability to make simple, clickable prototypes, I

	could impressively present my ideas to the team with ease.
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Introduction to Constraint DatabasesSpringer, 2002
Constraint databases provide extra expressive power over relational databases in a largely hidden way at the data-storage or physical level.  Constraints, such as linear or polynomial equations, are used to represent large sets in a compact manner. They keep the view of the database for a user or application programmer almost as simple as in...

		

Business in Action (6th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2012

	An introduction to business text can be complete without being complex and overwhelming–and this text proves it!


	Business in Action is uniquely positioned to help today’s readers become tomorrow’s focused, highly productive business professionals. It is the only introduction to business...


		

DC Power System Design for Telecommunications (IEEE Telecommunications Handbook Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Straightforward, systematic approach for designing reliable dc power systems for telecommunications

	

	Here is a must-have resource for anyone responsible for designing, installing, and maintaining telecommunications systems. The text explains how to design direct current (dc) power systems that operate at nominal voltages of 24...





	

Identity Management: Concepts, Technologies, and SystemsArtech House Publishers, 2010

	Digital identity can be defined as the digital representation of the information known about a specific individual or organization. Digital identity management technology is an essential function in customizing and enhancing the network user experience, protecting privacy, underpinning accountability in transactions and interactions, and...


		

Assessment of Feigned Cognitive Impairment: A Neuropsychological PerspectiveThe Guilford Press, 2007

	
		Comprehensive and user friendly, this book synthesizes the growing literature on symptom feigning in cognitive testing and translates it into evidence-based recommendations for clinical and forensic practice. A wide range of cognitive effort assessment techniques and strategies are critically...



		

Relax NgO'Reilly, 2003
RELAX NG is a grammar-based schema language that's both easy to learn for schema creators and easy to implement for software developers In RELAX NG, developers are introduced to this unique language and will learn a no-nonsense method for creating XML schemas. This book offers a clear-cut explanation of RELAX NG...
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